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Some of the Things the
Chief Executive

Be- -'

licvcs Shouid be
Done

The following are a few extracts
frojn the message cf Governor
to the Nuw Mexico Legislature:
Ha-germ-

Gentlemen of the Council and
House of Representatives of the
Thirty-Sevent- h
Legislative Assembly of the Territory of New Mex- ico:
It is the duty of the chief executive of New Mexico upon the convening of the legislature to furnish
such information as is at his disposal
concerning the conditions of the territory, and to offer such suggestions
concerning
and recommendations
new legislation as he may think adIn doing this I wish to asvisable.
sure you that it is my most earnest
desire to fully and sincerely
with you in the enactment of
such legislation as will result in the
advancement of" the territory and in
bettering the condition of your con.

.

stituents.

the paper

in

the seventies.

NO. 4

POPULAR MAGAZINE WRITER TELLS OE EARLY

r.rftlBMY

Building
New Road
Rapidly

OE COLEAX COUNTY AND CIMARRON

There is such a world oí wealth in
the historical feattiresiof the Cimarron country, it is a wonder some
bright writers have, not dwelt for
years here in the vicinity, learning of
the days gone by and living in the atmosphere which surrounds a locality

so rich in lore. George Baker Anderson, a writer in Out West, has
given the following, which we deem
&
Fe,
Des
Raton
The Santa
Moines Ra.lroad company are stead- worthy of a place in the literature of
the west. It deals with the history
ily pushing the work of their comof
Maxwell and the
pany from Raton to Des Moines.
town of Cimarron, and while fact has
The. track is laid with steel rails for
been in a measure sacrificed to rotwo and one half miles beyond
mance, it tells many a true tale of
and the grading is being
the days when men were men:
done from Des Moines toward the
(By George Baker Anderson.)
East of Des
work at this end.
In Out West.
Moines contracts are let and work is
During the first half of the sevenbeing done at various points from
that place to Englewood, Kansas. teenth century, when the island of
Manhattan was for the most part
A large amount of steel ready to be
virgin wilderness, and before even
laid as soon as grading is done, lies
the
British government
at Des Moines in the company's
considered the lands bordering upon
yards.
the now historic Hudson as worthy
The management of the company
of the stretching out of a hand, the
is hastening the work in every possigovernment of the Netherlands
ble way and hopes to have the road
equally indifferent as to what became
far along toward completion at an
of the wild country to the north, fit
early date.
only for
operations, as it
The Raton Eastern companies are
believed granted to one of its subin the middle of things as it were, if
jects a large tract of laud bordering
the weather stays cold they will cut upon
that river, conferring upon him
much ice but cannot grade for their
practically
sovereign rights therein.
a
so they
railroads and
did Killaen Van Rensselaer, a
Thus
make and lose either way.
wealthy diamond merchant of Amsterdam, become the first "patroon"
is 4Q cents and the average cost of of the "Manor of Rensselaerwyck,"
food per individual is $52.39 per year. a vaguely described body of land emOn December I, 1006, the balance bracing somewhere in the neighboron hand in all funds was $4,078.38; hood of a thousand spuarc miles.
ac$6,676.28;
accounts receivable,
While the Manor of Rcnsclacr-wyc- k
counts payable, $702.92.
was to all intents and purposes
Interesting statistics are given in essentially a feudal estate, as much
the report as to the cost of mainte- st) as a European barony of that day,
nance.
Van Rensselaer, the patroon, or lord,
The average cost per man for the never saw it, but continued to live
feeding of officers, employes, guards in civilized luxury in his home in the
and prisoners during t lie 5(ith fiscal Netherlands, leaving the administrayear was $55.17, and during the 57th tion of this estate to his agents, and
fiscal year, $52.39.
many of those who became his heirs
The actual cost of maintaining the Other manors were founded in New
penitentiary for the 56th and 57th York, in Pennsylvania and in New
fiscal year is shown to be $79.330.60, Jersey but Rensselaerwyck was the
or an average cost per day, per man, only
endured, even
olie which
for the total period of about forty-nin- e throughout the long 'period elapsing
cents.
between the time of the British ocDuring the two years 249 new cupation of New Amsterdam, of
prisoners were received and 213 were Manhattan, and the years immediatedischarged.
ly preceding the revolution.
The insane asylum, the instituFrom the days when the Manor of
tions for the deaf, dumb and blind, Rensehierwyck flourished up to the
and the reform school are too large closing years of the Mexican occufor present needs. The deaf, dumb pation and control of what is now the
and blind should all be cared for in American territory of New Mexico,
one institution as in most other
a period covering about two cenLucian-Benjami-

g

'

vice-vers-

After congratulating "The people
upon their enlarged industries in
shcepraising, cattle raising, new railroads and the various developments
in all parts of the territory the govt
ernor has this to say of the
Coal Lands,
While much has recently been accomplished in the exploitation and
development of our coal lands, they
are of such vast extent that it will
take many more lines of railway than
now exist to furnish outlets for the
coal and coke produced from them,
products for which there is an
demand throughout the
country.
Banks.
There have been many new .tanks
established in the territory and the
.deposits during the past two years
have more than doubled.
Irrigation.
Through the National Reclamation
Service and private enterprise many
new irrigation projects, which will
reclaim great areas of land have
been decided upon and the work on
some of them commenced.
Constitutional Convention.
At the present time the meeting
of a constitutional convention com- 'posed either of the delegates elected
in New Mexico under the joint statehood act or of others, would not, in
my opinion, be useful, and I believe
that in the opinion of a large majority of the taxpayers of the territory,
disappropriation by the legislature
of money to defray all or part of the
expenses of such a convention would

states.
Cattle and Sheep Sanitary Boards.
The raiding of sheep and cattle
are the two most important industries in the territory. The organization and conduct of the sheep and
cattle sanitary boards is a matter of
much importance not only to the
.stock raisers but to the territory at
large.
be unwise.
The report of the sheep sanitary
The governor speaks with pride of
board:
territorial
of
the
the management
Since its organization $88.597.96
and
penitentiary and its finances,
have been received from fees on outincludes
which
needs,
its
points out
going and incoming sheep, from the
the completion of the new cell house, territorial tax on sheep, from fines
electric
an
and
room
dining
a new
other sources; and $72,898.54
power plant. The average cost of and
been expended for inspectors
have
maintenance for each man per day
ContiniiPil on laft paee

attempts at planting

turiesfurther

and, with a legal status, maintaining
estates were signalized,
fur the most part by dismal failure.
Benjamin
It remained
for Lueian
Maxwell, a native of Kaskaskia, III.,
and one of the most 'striking figures
of the early Inountain frontier, to
found a successful American barony.
This was the famous "Maxwell
ranch," or Maxwell Land Grant, as it
in these
know
is more commonly
days, a body of land, which, under
the shrewd manipulation of capitalists and politicians, grew in one gen
eration from a relatively insignificant
tract, located principally on the plains
bordering upon the Keel river in
northern New Mexico, to an estate
equal in extent to something less than
three times the area of Rhode Island.
The original grant was limited by
spuare leagues, but
law to twenty-twin the documents giving judicial possession the alcande described boundaries which included between three and
four hundred thousand acres of rich
coal lands the greaest unbroken
Another serious mine accident for this section occurred at ten body of that mineral in the United
Mine No. -i. near van Houten. The mine States.
rtV.1r.rk MondavJ in Willow
level.
In 1823 Charles Hipolyte Beaubicn,
fire
at a point beyond the 2,000-foo- t
was discovered to be on
visited the prova
fire.
off
the
were
cut
by,
All the miners escaped except three, who
ince of Nueva Méjico, in company
Every human effort was made to rescue the unfortunate men, and with a number of his fellow country
Superintendent of Mines French directed his forces for hours in the men, in the expectation that he might
find an opportunity of investing his
desperate attempts at rescue. Late in the day all hope of rescue or money
with betterprospects of profit
even that the men couid be alive, was abandoned, and the mine was than the east afforded.
About that
The fire was time Guadalupe Miranda, of Juarez,
ordered closed so that the fire could be extinguished.
then known as "Paso del Norte,"
well under control Tuesday night.
quasi-feud-
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French-Canadia-

Mexico, revicced from the generous
paternal republic of Mexico a grant
to a tract lying in the southern part
of what is now Colfax county, New
Meico. Beaubien and Miranda entered
into a partnership for the operation
of the privileges accompanying this

Minor Events of the Past

Severely

Week among Railroad

Injured in
Runaway

grant, the former finally purchasing
of Miranda his interest therein, holding the entire property until 1846. In
the latter year Beaubien removed From the Raton

from Taos, which had been his home
for twenty-thre- e
years, to the
and found Maxwell located a short distance north of the famous Abreu ranch, where a company
of United States regulars were stationed for the protection of traffic-ove- r
the Santa Ee trail.
At this time Maxwell was herding
sheep in a primitive way. About one
hundred and fifty yards south of his
rude adobe hut stood a house built
by Kit Carson, and then occupied by
him. The two men, having much in
common both lovers of the free, adventurous life which the mountains
offered soon became fast friends,
and remained so until death separated them.
Maxwell's
sluiep multiplied, and as the years rolled by his
wealth increased so rapidly that, in
spite of his profligacy, he could not
rid himself of the burden it seemed
to impose.
He tried gambling, but,
although it is said that he never
"stacked the cards" his poker playing served only to add, to his accumulation of treasure.
At this fuYie the whole region between "EI Pueblo,' in Colorado, and
Fernando de Taos, in New Mexico,
was almost unbroken certainlv unexplored, excepting those portions
traversed by the few trailers traveling between Santa Fe and the Missouri river. But every trader, every
majordomo,
every teamster, every
soldier who passed over this part of
the trail knew Maxwell, and most of
them were known to him by name.
Charles Beaubien died February to,
1864, and Maxwell
purchased the
grant from the heirs, becoming jts
sole proprietor. All restrictions as to
the grazing of sheep now being removed, Ins wealth increased at a still
greater rate. He had built for himself a great house at Cimarron, and
here he continued to entertain in
lavish style, all comers and there
were many. During the height of his
power and wealth he lived in barbaric splendor.
He lived for the
sheer pleasure of. living, in utter disregard of the expense of the necessities and luxuries of life. Under his
indifferent direction, thousands of
acres of his grant were cultivated in
a most primitive fashion by native
Mexicans, who, though as completely enslaved as the vassals of the
ancient Goths and Saxons, weie nevertheless kindly treated. His word
was absolute law with them. They
"ved their master as a friend and
kindly adviser, and never appealed
to him for amelioration of their condition in vain provided the lord of
the domain did not shrewdly suspect
them of misrepresentation.
Maxwell's home at Cimarron which
is still standing, was as much of a
palace as the time and the country
afforded.
Some of its apartments
were most sumptuously furnished,
after the prevailing Mexican style,
while others were devoid of everything but table, chairs and cards for
poker or "old sledge."
He was an
inveterate gambler. On occasions
when his winnings were heavy, he
would sometimes lend to the loser,
the next morning, two or three times
as much as he had won from him.
Though he played for amusement
only, and never with auy whom he
did not number among his pefsonal
insisted upon a
friends, he always
stake. Many men who. were widely
known throughout the. southwest in
those days were his guests, and most
of them had cause to remember his
prowess at the game of "draw." Kit
Carson,
Thomas Boggs,
Richcns (Uncle Dick) Wooten, Don

(Continued onnext page)

Wheel and
Whistle

Range.
J. R. Schulte was severely injured
Monday morning by being thrown
from a buggy near Blossburg.
Mr.
Schtilte and a younger child, Miss
Schulte, secured a livery rig Monday
morning and started to Blossburg,
where Mr. Schulte has some contracts. On the way the horse became frightened, and unmanageable
and in attempting to avert a telephone pole, Mr. Schulte turned the
horse too sharp and the buggy was
He was severely injured about the head and back. Miss
Schulte was not injured, and the child
also escaped.
over-turne-

Men About

the

County.
W. II. Wattis,
and
general manager of the Utah Construction Co., was in the city last
week.

Frank Stites of Trinidad, who has
grading contract at Dawson, reports that three hundred houses have
been finished and one hundred mor
contracted for.
a

H. J. Hollingsworth, a member of
the Utah Construction Co. clerical
staff, returned to Ogden, Utah, for a
short visit to his parents before leaving for the company's new work in
Oregon.

Interstate Commerce CommissionKILLED BY FALL OF
er Prouty has made a suggestion
ROCK AT YANKEE. that rate sheets be published showing the loss that it would cause the
Henry A. Turner, colored, was
common carriers entering Denver
killed at Yankee late last week, by
from all M'ssouri river points if the.
a fall of rock in one of the mines.
present rate of one dollar and twenty-fTurner was crushed under a solid
ive
cents per hundred was rerock ten fet long by two feet square.
duced to one dollar per hundred.
This coutemplted reduction will be
HAS PURCHASED SUGAR
of interest to all Colorado and New
BEET LAND IN COLORADO. Mexico points.
M. Clark

has gone to his ranch in

Colorado to build a ranch house. Mr.
Clark purchased this ranch early in
January. It consists of six hundred
and forty acres of sugar beet land and
is in a splendid location for that industry. It lies six miles-- from Manzanilla and near I.a Junta and Rocky
Ford.
Mr. Clark expects to get it
under cultivation this season and will
send some one there to superintend it
'

soon.

W. A. Gorman,, general passenger
agent for the St. Louis, Rocky Mountain it Pacific railway, returned last
Thursday from a trip to Denver,
where he has been arranging a schedule of rates over the Colorado &
Southern to Des Moines and into Raton over their road.
I'rom the present indications the
road will be open for Denver business near February the fifteenth.
Freight from Denver will be bandied
on a thirty-sihour schedule.
x

MESA FARMER LOSES
HAVE RETURNED HOME.
BARN BY ACIDENTAL FIRE. From the Raton Range.
Butler Jones, accompanied by hia
The bam of Henry Floyd, on mother, Mrs. W. W. Jones, returned
Johnson's mesa, was destroyed by to Trinidad yesterday. Mrs. JVncfc
fire on Monday
morning.
Mr. returned from a visit to Dawson, N,
Floyd was cremating a calf which had M., where her husband is superindied from some contagious disease tendent of coke ovens. Her son, Butand which he left for a few moments, ler Jones, has been in Old Mexico and
when the wind carried the tire into met his mother in Dawson. He leaves
the barn and completely consumed tonight for Denver having accepted
it. The loss, consisting of the barn a position as brakem.-iout of that,
a large amount of feed and some harcity for the Colorado &. Southern
ness amounted to about three hun- road. Trinidad Chronicle-News- .
dred dollars.

ANDREWS-LARRAZOL-

MRS. MARIA SALAS DIES.
Mrs. Maria Salas, aged 31 years,
died at the Sisters' hospital at 9:30
o'clock yesterday morning of dropsy,
after being there for nine days. She
was brought here for treatment from
her home in Folsom. N. M., but too
late to do her any good. She was a
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Andreas
Salazar, of Watress, N. M., to which
point her remains will be shipped this
morning.
Trinidad Advertiser.

MAT- -

TERS BUBLING OVER.
Several hundred subpoenas
have
been issued this week in the matter
of the I.arrazola-Andrew- s
election
contest, and the testimony of the
witnesses is being heard by Attorney John T. Hill. The testimony
will then go to the committee in congress, for action. It is understood
the contest will involve several counties in the territory. San Miguel
county will not be included.

Captured Raton Chef
Who Lifted Utensils
I. W. Howard, the Seaberg hotel
chef, who made away with the most
of the portable kitchen utensils a
week or two ago and made his escape, was captured in Las Vegas last
week and returned to this city by

Sheriff I.ittrcll. It appears that
Howard cashed some checks
Las
Vegas to pay gambling debts, which
him into custody there.
Howard admits having been gam- bliug and that he cashed one check,
but strenuously insists that the articles he took from the hotel were his
He claims that Mr. Seaberg
own.
11

owes him more than enough money
to enable him to pay his accounts.
Howard shows papers which appear to prove that he lost his wife
and three children and nineteen
thousand dollars worth of property in
the ban rrancisco earthquake. He
says that since that time he is almost
beside himself at times and has sew-gera! times gambled in the effort t
forget, lie docs not drink. He ift
well known in this part of the country as for several years he ran be
tween Kansas iCty and Albuquerque
as cook on the California, limited.
ot

Early History of
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The passing years

I T

have

not

OR.IAL
be-ie- ve

y,

Of the 13 members of the territorial
council three are of Mexican descent; THE TYPICAL
TRAMP PRINTER.
of the 24 members of the house, nine
He came in the office one day last
are what are called Mexicans. Thus,
"boss."
of the 36 members of the legislature week and asked to see the
needed
thing.
He
real
the
was
He
New
arc native
but 12, or
no pure food label. The old marks
ann
Mexicans of
were all present. The dust laden
cestry.
the trouscoat, the cap
of rods
shiny
marks
showing
the
Colfax
ers
of
Stockton
Councilman
unshapli-nes- s
county has been named on a number and beams, shoes bent to
in the effort to hang on. Even
of the most important committees of
attitude spoke openly
bullying
will
serve
the
the council. Mr. Stockton
caduriiiK this term on the following of "brcakies" defied and "cons"
face
coarse
afThe'
curses.
with
ressed
territorial
Railroads,
committees:
The eyes half bleared
fairs, municipal and private corpor- too belonged.
cunning and the
with
keen
is
he
were
which
of
irrigation,
ations,
the old
for
chairman, roads and highways, inter- loose mouth opened
railroad worn story of ability and speed one
nal improvements, militia,
could not doubt the speed No man
employes, labor and commerce.
of thirty could carry more convincof
than
more
ing marks of it. The nostrils bore
suspension
a
After
eighteen months the publication of the unmiatskablc sign long of practhe Raton weekly Gazette will be re- tice at the bar and the fingers once
sumed on February I. The paper will, useful now could only clutch his
as it always has, represent a faction traveling card as a seceder might
of the Democratic party of Colfax wrap the stars and stripes about his
county. The Gazette will appear un- worthless body. Given the "quarter
der the editorial guidance of Mr. E. for a bite" he drifted on and on.
H. Mehmcyer, who has been connected with the Santa Fe, Raton & East- "THE BLACK EAGLE
OF SAN MIGUEL."
ern offices for some time, until he
This picturesque and most becompurchased the Gazette plant of Mr.
the new
given
P. C. Crews. The Democratic party ing title has been
f Colfax county has long felt the president of the legislative assembly,
need of able newspaper representa- Charles A. Spiess of Las Vegas,
tion, and it is hoped that the coining member of the counicl from San
publication will satisfy the demand. Miguel county.
President Spiess was the presiding
at the last territorial republiofficer
THERE ARE TWO SIDES.
and his masterly
convention
can
meevery
for
is
lesson
a
There
then at stake,
issues
of
the
handling
reprchant in the experience told by a
crystallized
measures,
resentative of a Chicago mail order of men and
opinpublic
formed
well
already
the
newspaper
house to the gathering of
men,
of
a
leader
as
ability
his
He saiü that the ion of
men up in Iowa.
of such a leader
need
the
when
and
largily
depended
mail order business
very naturupon advertising. He made one re- was presented the choice
him.
upon
fell
ally
heed.
should
mark that merchants
Mr. Spiess has a most enviable repHe says they take the local papers
as a lawyer, his spirit of honutation
communto
efforts
their
knd directed
dealing is known where he
fair
and
or
ities where the merchants were not
added to
advertisers. If the mail is known, and these qualities
his eduability
and
natural
fine
his
busof
order man finds that any line
a sechoice
his
make
fitness
iness in any town or city is not well j cational
escape.
well
not
could
he
quence
furniture,
advertised, as for instance,
Mr. Spiess has many close personal
he says that they flood that territory!
as well as many political well
friends,
with
always
and
with their literature
in Raton and none but unite
wishers
"satisfactory results. He believed it
Ulack
'Is true, he said, that country mer- in cordial congratulation to the
Miguel.
San
of
Eagle
chants could greatly cripple the mail
tirder houses if they would advertise
The Tucumcari News and Times
freely and in the right manner. He
paper and arc intaid that every advertisement should have become one
name of the Tuthe
under
corporated
be
describe minutely the article to
This is
company.
Printing
cumcari
sold and
note the price. Here is
change as few new communiwise
a
who
merchants
by
thought
fxid for
papers especialJear the effect of the mail order hous- ties can support two
in this case, two of the same
ly,
as
Ex.
Iowa
An
es.
Tucumcari
The
political belief.
News-Time- s
is a good bright paper
The summer weather that has been and is worthy of support in accordours almost daily since January first ance.
was broken Friday by a cold wind
Once Lived in Colfax.
and a frost that loaded the trees with
F. P. Morse, who some years ago
white though no snow fell. People
Jiad to get out their furs and heavier published the New Mexican Miner at
and afterwards the
wraps as very light ones or none at F.Iizabethtown,
all have been the only requirement Raton Range, now editor of the Santa
for warmth for a long time. In fact Rosa Sun in Guadalupe county and
our people can be heard complaining who has been justice of the peace of
yet about a storm in November, and Santa Rosa for the past two years,
one the last of December, the only was defeated on the 14th for
In November Mr. Morse was
really cold weather here this season.
In Kansas and many other nearby elected on the republican ticket a
places this weather that today seems member of the constitutional convencobl to us would sfcm like Indian tion from his county, carrying his
there at own precinct by a safe majority. His
Slimmer Inside the Cold
present. New Mei-- o at this point paper of last week says in regard to
has the mo.f delightful of climates the matter:
and m re people should know of this
"I ". 1). Morse received 47 majority
111
than seems to know of it.
this precinct in November as a
republican candidate for member of
the constitutional convention, running
A GOOD ACT.
of his ticket, an. I was beaten by
ahead
at ther ( maj r it y 111 January as republican
The county rommii-mno- r
j
meeting this mouth put 'he
candidate for justice of the peace,
tli.m
position
ilitiernit
a
pervisors in
ruutiin ' votes behind his ticket,
Each 'oinniisioner has iju.-cberrlofore.
ilium do happen in politics
iharce i his o.vn f irt (or the ap- w.thoiit any
ble change, eithpointment of to, id supervisors and er I"
where lie sr. s ill will appoii! mi.t- Vr. Mor-- e should have the coiisn-!i- !
ViMirs in e't.i'n dtitrifts where they'
kn wing that this is dniio-c::;t'on
a
will
ioe needed, and
Mexico, as can
year in New
I '. .iuini"i..;!er
T;i'".j p'ain'y be en by the elections this
supervisor.
Ml .1
will appoint (lie man I r tit's p
month, and w:!l always be when the
whom the people upi !. Th: Mvp v Lets are permitted to cast their bat-by the board is well lakru. I'ti'ler
I without
the ue of money and int he old
M.m where .1 itt r
timidation. Try and Í rget it.
one-thir-

Spanish-America-

u--

di--

t

111

i

g--

.

was to ni.ui ij;e the whole ciiiiiy. Sj
kit
ami
a
noten
f
tie
do
r
him
to
it was impossible
Thomas Diinott, fireman .11 the
work as it should be dot '.
route, is id .I bis room
Swastika
d
1.
was
A. Wetsotttck
j at Mrs
rms.
J. C.
Tnmdad last I Vid.-y11

there

,

I

reiii-trie-

11

Herbert P. Green,

(

Architect.
Raton,

ta

Mexico

Schroeder's Drug Store

There is now every reason to
that the present legislature will
.nact a rigid law prohibiting
gambling in New Mexico. Two
bill are now in preparation and eithbelieved, will
er one of them, it
meet the demands of the people for
t law which will effectually' prohibit
gambling.

lessen-

ed the tender feelings of respect and
reverence for the memory of
Si Canton. The
receiving
vault in which his body lies is still
of United
guarded by a company
States soldiers and fresh flowers are
.placed on the casket every day.

S'inT

Have the Plans, Specifications

town, the announcement was naturally followed by a great influx of fortune hunters and adventurers from all
And SUPERINTENDENCE of your RESIDENCE,
by
scientiparts of the country, and
BUSINESS BLOCKS, "BUILDIMGS of all kinds
representatives
of
by
fic prospecting
Continued from first page
and BRIDGES, and your MAPS, PLATS, BLUE
capital. The discovery of the pre- PRINTING and DRAFTING done by
'
Jesus Abreu, Colonel Ceran St. Vrain cious metal in easily worked placer-an- d
other men whose names are well fields marked the beginning of the
known in the pioneer history of the end of Maxwell's baronial reign. Feel-San...
Fe trail made his home a ren- - ing secure in his possession of the Office and Residence Fbones
New
dezvous for years. He was a great grant, a region of vaster extent than All Work Promptly Executed
lover of horses and not infrequently some of the kingdoms of Europe, and
made enormous wagers on the results anticipating untold wealth from the
of races. He owned some of the most development of the mining properties
finely bred and fleetest horses in the
Qf Mount
he
west, and reposed unlimited conn-- 1
.
.n
the constructs of i
dence in their ability to win. At one a fortune
extending
long,
forty
miles
ditch
time he caused to be inserted in the
For anything you need in Drugs, Medicines or Toilet Arti- Kansas City newspapers advertise- - from the source of "the Red river to
un-of
ments calling attention to the virtues the new placer diggings. But this
clea, etc Our Stock is complete and our Prices are right
one of his pet racers named "Fly," dertaking was a stupendous failure,
offering to wager many thousands of the water entering the ditch at
$
Special attention given to Optical Worn, and Satifsactíon
that she could win over any head being lost by evaporation and
j
Spanish Spoken
pro-Staes.
it
the
reached
Always Given.
seepage
United
before
in
horses
the
race
other
this time Maxwell was president posed field of operations. Realizing
fact that his title to this "addi-Sanof a bank which he had established in
Geo. C.
Fe. A wagish Kansas City, tion" to his grant could find no status
banker cut out this advertisement, in the law, however, valid the original
pasted it on a letterhead of Max-- ; grant might be, Maxwell endeavored
well's bank, and writing beneath in to keep the news of the discovery of
the words, "Banking in New Mexico," gold from obtaining too wide a circu-hun- g
But le might as well have
it in a conspicuous place in the lation.
atempted to stay a whilwind litiga-Th- e
lobby of the Missouri institution.
rooms devoted to the culinary tion to determine titles to the squt- department of Maxwell's great house ters' claims followed, and in order to
the kitchen and two dining rooms, save what he might from his now
for the men and one for the wo- - caying fortune, he sold his title to
men were detached from the main the grant to an English syndicate for We
to
him a million and
a quarter dollars,
Men who visited
residence.
of
y
rarely saw women about the house. through the agency of Wilson
the quick rustic of a skirt, a dingham, David H. Moffat and J. Hay,
hurried view of a rebosa, as its wear-- ; R. Chaffee. These men retained six
er, evanescent as the lightning, flash- - hundred thousand dollars for their
ed for an instant before some win- - services turning the remainder over
d
door, told of io the former proprietor
dow or
to
The deposed "monarch of all he
their presence,-- ' wrote one of his
guests in later years. Mis table serv surveyed," whose right there had
ice was for the most part of solid been noen to dispute until 1867, was
Covers were .daily laid for in a state of perplexity as to what
silver.
more than a dozen persons, and va- - he should do with all this money. But
cant chairs were seldom to be seen, j he soon found plenty of advisers, and
In addition to his invited guests, at the behest of men in whom he had
he invested something
many forced themselves upon him as confidence,
the result of his widely advertised like a quarter of a million in the
hospitality to all comers; others came bonds of the first corporation formed
AND
to him through necessity, as the re- -' for the construction of the Texas
suit of the location of his home on Pacific railroad, which proved a com-th- e
In 1870 other advisers
main line of travel into the ter- - j plete loss.
ritory, at the point where the ascent suggested to him that it would be
of the mountain range to "the west be- - profitable to establish a bank at San-gaCoach loads of passengers were ta Fe, inasmuch as there were none in
frequently flood bound at the ford in either New Mexico or Arizona. The
appealed to him and he applied
the Cimarron at this point and com-ide- a
pellcd to remain at his home until the for charter with a capital of one hun- suhsiding waters permitted a contin- dred and fifty thousand dollars, fur
nishing all the money himself and
uance of the journey.
Maxwell invariably kept a large generously dividing ten shares among
a sufficient number of his friends to
amount of money from twenty-fiv- e
to fifty thousand dollars, usually in constitute the directory required by
gold and silver coin in an old bureau ' the federal banking law. Thus was
standing in the main room of his the First National bank of Santa Fe
house.
The drawers were never founded in December, 1870. The
and no percautions for its nal stock certificates of this bank
protection were ever taken. This were uniqtte, in one respect, bearing
ReWagon
money was the proceeds of the sales a vignette of Maxwell with a cigar
of his sheep, cattle and grain, prin- - in his mouth. So great was his
to the army, at figures which fidence in his friends that he signed
would stagger a purchaser today. For in blank more than a hundred of these
to
New Rigs
in order that their
years he made no effort to keep track nfocof the number of his sheep nor of anticipated sale might not interfere
with his pursuit of pleasure in other
the amount of his wool clip.
When his American lord was not haunts,
Lucien Maxwell was a man of
at home entertaining his friends, he
visitng others. He loved to bounded generosity, and possessed
travel in state. He owned almost ev- - unlimited confidence in those in
NEW
ery conceivable style of vehicle, but whom he trusted at all. His chari-01- 1
conhis longer journeys as when go-- j ties must have amounted to a
John Burroughs
ing to Taos, Santa Fc or Las Vegas, siderable fortune.
he usually traveled in a great thor- - has aptly described certain frontier
e
Concord coach drawn by characters as "wild civilized men."
He was one
six or eight horses. Men who are The term fits Maxwell.
living today and who accompanied of the best representatives of the
'
on some of these journeys say defiled frontier, before the days of
ar-1
the "bad man;" a type which passed
he made it a rule to take small
royos and irrigating ditches at a gal-- 1 with the extinction of the frontier in
'
lop, regardless of the consequences its original purity. He was eccentric,
to his equipage, his guests or himself. improvident in the extreme, liberal
One instance will serve to ilus- - to a degree that was widely remark- trate Maxwell's nerve. On July 4, ed even in those days of extreme lib
a man
1867, he caused to be hauled from its erality and
GOOD GOODS
place under the Cottonwood trees that who was a constant marvel among
Those who knew liim
fringed his home an ancient howitzer his fellows.
which had lain there since the day best Carson, St. Vrain, Beaubien,
Schcurich, I'ley and a multitude of
the valiant General Don Manuel
learned of the approach of American traders and native MexiKearney's army. With the assistance cans found in him an object of unof a captain in the regular army sta- dying affection. The solitude of the
Pre-Inventotioned at the barracks nearby, he mountains and the remoteness from
Reducloaded this gun two thirds of the way scenes of civilization infatuated him.
Now
for a lilis love for the wild was uncon-gran- d
to the muzzle and
manner,
in
rough
nation's
Though
in
of
(pierable.
the
honor
salute
birthday. A premature discharge fol-- , and quick to resent the slightest
blowing away the captain's terfo.cnec with what he regarded as
arm, destroying his eye and shatter- - j his sovereign rights; there was noth,,f the desperado about him. Nor
ing Maxwell's thumb. A soldier was
e
the
as there in his make-uat once ordered to l'"rt L'nioit, at a
of nearly sixty miles, which, est tinge of bravado.
1
Maxwell's wife was Luz Beaubien.
he eovcrcl in four hours, his horse.
a3
Maxwell's stables a daughter of one of the original
the fleetest
the rider alighted proprietors of his grant. Three of
dropping dea
The
at the fort. The surgeon arrived at their nine children are living.
Cimarron in time to save the cap- last years of his life were spent at
tain's life, and dressed Maxwell's Fort Sumner, where he died in corn- 4
I" 5.
S,
poverty JUly
A few days later, the latter, parative
thumb
ROCKY M0UM41N & PACIflC RAILWAY COMPANY
LOUS,
ST.
111
seem,
is
there
accompanied by Kit Carson, traveled Strange as it may
'
Passenger Schedule
to the fort to ack the surgeon to am- existence no monument to the memVVeHs
argo
of
figure
Express
striking
Daily
causing
f
was
most
of
this
ory
putate the thumb, which
Declining the mountain frontier period; nor to
Matwcll great suffering.
STATION
Tniin No. 2
from
Train No. I
anaesthetics in any form, he main- the nicinory of Ins chief friend and
KhIoii
tained an apparently stolid indu'icr-- t companion. Christopher Carson two
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of
history
romantic period in the
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the operation; then. just after the
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te
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Manager

Roberts

Dr.

Remsberg Mercantile
Company
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Wholesale Grocers

de-o-

are prepared ship immediately straight
or mixed cars anything in Groceries, Flour,
Grain, Salt, Potatoes, Salt Meats, Lard.

Wad-"Onl-

Prompt and Special Attention
Always Given
our Orders

Raton,

New Mexico

C.T.

j

RESTAURANT
BAKERY

j

Opposite Lambert Hotel
First Class Meals, 35c

n.

BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00

J. S. WILSON

orig-lockc- d,

General Blacksmithing.
and Carriage
pairing Neatly Executed
Built
Order.
Horseshoeing. Plow Work

con-cipal-

-

un-w-

CIMARRON

j

ough-brac-

un-hi-

MEXICO

THE BIG STORE
Always the Leaders in

j

and

PRICES

LOW

Ar-mi- jo

BE3S
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tion Sale
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Mrs.
Ac few weeks after this disastrous
imiii 121, mi nviiin in Iihwm.ii, N M., at a 10 p.m.
celebration oíd was discovered near lor Cripple Creek anil Denver on t Coiinwt Willi Kl F'as.. íí& Soii!!-tp- . n Ky.
10:U5 B.m.
Son til Hern My, i ruin No. IS,, ,'envil K Iihivmiii, S. Sd..
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the head of C'lUarroil canon, mar the business and pleasure. She will be
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C. A. Whited

Gold and Silversmith BRIEF BITS

FROM THE SPRINGER STOCKMAN

The Finest and Best Goods at the Least Money They
Can be Sold For Aaywhere.
Watch Inspectora for A.
T. & S. F. Ry., and S. L. R. M. & P. Ry.

Raton.

Frank A. Maimbaugh
Civil and Consulting Engineer

Cimarron, N, M.
Plans, Specifications, Surveys, Estimates, Inspection, Superintendence, tor
Sewerage systems, Water works, Dams, Reservoirs, Canals
Municipal Work

Examination and Reports made oí Coal,
eral and Timber Properties

Min-

The Lobby Saloon & Cafe
CHARETTE

& BRACKETT,

Billiard

Short Order Cafe Open Day and flight

J. R. Charettel&HBro.
General Merchandise
OUR, MOTTO: "Live and Let Live"

SEASONABLE GOODS
Men's fine ribbed underwear, good warm Roods, the kind
usually sold for $1.25 a suit, will go the rest of the season at

85c
MEN'S BOOTS

$(5.00 grades in cowboys' and miners' boots, the best wearer?
and good styles, we are selling for

$4.50
MEN'S OVERALLS
50c per pair
Heuvy drill bib overalls, mighty good value, worth $1.25 in any
market, we are selling them at

75 cents

,

&

CANNED GOODS

Our line of groceries U
and the prices are lower
than many towns farther east. In canned goods and fancy
groceries our line is unexcelled. Fresh ranch eggs, at low
prices. Topeka Creamery Butter at 35c per pouud.
Our warehouse is full of feed hay and grain, and the prices
are very 'ow.

J. R. Charette

&

expecting to be absent a month. Mr.
Abren expects to be under the treat
ment of a specialist for stomach
trouble during his stay on the coast.
On their way they will stop at Santa
idad Wednesday.
Fe, El Paso, Texas, and Yuma, Ariz.
K. Gillespie was up in Raton
A. M. Blackwell of St. Louis and
Tuesday on bus ess.
Albert Lawrence of Trinidad, two
Darl Brown and wife were in Daw heavy stockholders in the Floer- son a portion of this week.
sheim Mercantile Co. of this city,
Mrs. M. W. Mills has been one of came in Monday Xo attend the anthe sick this week.
nual meeting of the directors and
Rafael Romero of Mora,
Mora stockholders of the company.
county, was in the city Monday.
L. W. Calley has been confined to
This has been a beautiful week, his home for several days by sick
with the weather ideal in every re- ness, but is getting along nicely.
His
spect.
relatives and friends for a time feared
Mrs. Bert Hubbard is now conduct- he would . have an attack
of
ing the Southern hotel as a rooming
house.
M. W. Mills went down to Albu- Sim Brown and family, who recent- queque last Saturday and Sunday, visly moved to this county from Texas ited Santa Fe, witnessing
some of the
and who have made their home in turbulent scenes incident to the or
Springer for several weeks. Monday ganization of the legislature.
moved to Dawson where they expect
Unless we have some unusual
to make their' home for awhile at weather from this on during-thnext
least.
thirty days, there is very little pros
James P. Abren and family left pect of local dealers being able to put
Wednesday evening for Los Angeles, up any ice this winter.

Bro.

Cimarron. New Mexico
:kt.',: rraaasas .its;::; gsaaas

CO.

In response to an inquiry relative
to experiments with guayule and other rubber bearing plants Governor
Hagerman has received the follow
ing letter from Professor
E. O.
Wooten, who has charge of the bo
tanical experiment station in connec
tion with the New Mexico College
of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts.
As these plants are said to be
growing in certain parts of New
Mexico and as a company has been
organized for the manufacture of
rubber from one of the species the
letter is of general interest throughout the territory. It follows:
Mesilla Park, N. M., Jan. 15, 1907.
Hon. Herbert J. Hagerman, governor
of New Mexico, Santa Fe, New

Mexico.
Dear Sir: Our letter concerning
the guayule plant with the enclosure
was handed to me yesterday for answer. We have made no experiments
as yet with any of the rubber plants
but I have been able to get together
some little information concerning
the plants that are used for this pur- pose. The guayule is a shrub, usually about two feet
high,
which
grows on limestone soils in extreme
western Texas and northern New
Mexico. Its botanical name is
argentatum" and the plant
was originally described
from Escondido Springs, near the nrescnt
Fort Stockton, Texas.
It was collected by the scientists of the original boundary commission.
1
have
never collected
the plant in New
Mexico, although I have looked
for it the past two seasons.
I was told by an agent of the
rubber
company, which is handling it ex
tensively at 1 orrcon, that it grew
011 the limestone
hills near Roswell.
This plant is said to contain from
10 to u per cent of crude rubber,
though how accurate this statement
c have a
is I am unable to sav.
single plant which came from near
Fort Stockton, growing here in our
garden. It has not yet passed a winter with us, so I am unable to say
how it will get along at this elevation.
Its nearest relative (Mariola) is
very abundant on the limestone hills

Dry Goods
Clothing
Hardware

Furniture
Groceries
Queensware

Hay and Grain

We

First National Bank
Raton. New Mexico

BEJC
Capital Paid Up

f 100.000
$60.000

Deposits

$800.000

Oldest and 'Largest Bank in Northern New Mexice.
Safety Dhposis Boxssin Connection.
Depositary for the A, T. & S. F. Ky , St. Louis, Rooky
Mountain & Pacific Ry., aud Coal Companies, Territory
of New Mexico, and County of Colfax.

all over the southern part of New
Mexico and it is altogether probable
that the guayule would grow in sim
ilar situations if introduced. 1 hav
in mind to plant some of the seed
of it this coming season it an idi
vidual, who has promised to furnish
me with the seed, keeps his' promise
there is another entirely different
plant which grows somewhat abund
antly in northern New Mexico and
southern Colorado which is said to
contain rubber, and which I have
been told is used by a rubber com
pany in Buena Vista, Colorado. This
plant I have seen in some considerable abundance betwen Chama and
Tierra Amurilla and is probably one
which grows in Colfax county. It is
a low herbaceous nerennial
which
the Mexican sheep herders of that
region call "pingue"; the botanical
name is "Hymenoxys floribunda."
have letters from the chemist of the
American Crude Rubber company at
Buena Vista, asking concerning the
distribution of this plant in NewMexico.
They were attempting t
find seed bearing. plants from which
to procure seed for the prorogation
of the plant.
The two species of plants are not
particularly closely related although
they belong in the same family; and
are very different in apeparance. It
is hardly likely that the Colfax coun
ty plant is the iruavule of Mexico.
since its Texan stations seem to be
the northern limit of its natural dis-

Accounts from Merchants, Corperations, Individuals, aud
Ranchmen received on favorable terms. Interest paid
on time peposits. If any change is contemplated iu
present banking arrangcnieuts please correspond with us.

C. N. BLACKWELL.

Cashier

Wholesale Hardw're
Builders supplies. Tin

Roof-

ing, Galvanized Structural
Iron Work, Nails. Bar Iron
and Steel, Paints and Oils,
Cook Stoves and R.anges.

-

Horse Shoes, Corrugated
Roofing and Complete Line
of Tin and Granite Ware

SPORTING GOODS

tribution. What experiments in cultivation will reveal is yet to be ascertained.
I shall be glad of any information
concerning these plants which may
come your way.
Very respectfully.
E. (). WOOTEN,
Botanical Experiment Station.
"Advertising is no good," said the
man ijt old clothes. "It never helped
me none." The millionaire merchant
smiled. "That is because you tried it.
John, as the Indian tried the feather
bed."
An Indian took
a
feather,
placed it on a plank and slept on it a
plank and slept on it all night.
In
the morning he growled: "I'aKface
say feather heap soft. Paleface heap
fool, ugh!"

F. W. BROOKS, Mgr.

Solicit Your Trade

Surplus and Profits (Earned)

5..í.4...,,í...,í.,,.;.í.,í.,í..

"Par-theuiu-

Best heavy drill, without bins, the 75c grade, we want you to wear 'em

FINE GROCERIES

Business in the city has been good
this week.
b. A. Mauzanares of Las Vegas,
was in bpringer Wednesday.
George G. King went up to Trin

About the "Rubber
Plant" of New Mexico

Props.

Fine Wines, Liquors and Citfars.
Room In Connection

! CIM MARRON MERCANTILE
The Big General Merchandise Store

New Mexico

Landscape Work for Parks

OF NEWS

Mobbs Hardw're
Co.
Raton. New Mexico
THE ANTLERS SALOON
John Livingston, Proprietor
JXKAU ROCKY MOUNTAIN

1KP0T

LITTRELL BROS. Kansas Wants to Know Fine Liquors and Cigars
Harness and Saddlery
Harness Sundries
The Best Line of Saddles in Colfax
We do not carry a cheap
County,
eastern make of saddles, but the celebrated Flynn Pueblo Sadies, which we

Sell at Pueblo Prices
We have in atock the best goods, and
our prices range from $35 to $60.00
We meet all mail order prices, quality of
goods considered, and save you freight

Littrell Bros.
CIMARRON. NEW MEX.

About New Bond Issue

In accordance with the resolution
offered in the house of representatives a few days ago by C. L. David
son of Sedgwick county, the state
board of railroad commissioners will
meet with the officials of the Santa
Fe Railroad company at 10 o'clock
this morning to learn the reason for
the increase of capitalization for the
Santa Fe, announced a few days ago.
A meeting of the Santa Fe general
officials is to be held iu Topcka January 30 for the purpose of increasing the capital stock by two hundred
million dollars. The road at present
is capitalized at $61,000 per mile and
the increase proposed will increase
the capitalization per mile to $00,000.
According to Mr. Davidson's ideas
the people of Kansas will have to
pay increased revenue to the road in
rates sufficient to pay interest on the
increased capitalization.
"If this increase is for the purpose

of putting on more equipment, more
men, more cars, more engines and a
greater number of trains, it is perfectly satisfactory to me," said Mr.
Davidson last night. "Hut we don't
know what it is for. The Santa Fe
is a common carrier and I believe it
tobe the right of the legislature and
the people of the state to know what
the increased capitalization is for."
The railroad board will meet with
the Santa Fe officials this morning.
If it carries out the spirit of the resolution offered by Mr. Davidson it
will learn from the officials what the
increase is to be used for.
"According to President Ripley,"
said Mr. Davidson, "the Santa Fe is
worth what it is capitalized for at
present and he says in his most recent open letter that rates are based
Consequently it
on capitalization.
will be interesting to know what the
increase is for and how it will effect
matters in Kansas."

5
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Cimarron,

New Mexico

Littrell. Livingston
...MEAT MARKET...
Fresh and salt meats and supplies.
Prices the lowest in the county.

J

Cimarron,

New Mexico
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Supply of Cimarron and vicinity is unlimited and
the quality for all uses is unsurpassed'by any locali- '
ty in the world. Following is an analysis of water
from Cimarron by R;;W, Hunt & Company:'
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built at Cimarron
To the North and West, from five to fifty miles, are pine

boasts of a climate unequaled elsewhere in
are never too hot and the winters while crisp and cold at times are full of sunshine. The
streets of Cimarron slope gently to the East and there is a slightly
more pronounced fall to the South on the avenues so that excellent drainage is assured.
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forests with producing mills.

And the largest and finest coal fields in the southwest. The
latter have been developed to the extent that mines and coke ovens
are producing coal and coke by the train load.
Cimarron lies midway between the mineral and the coke,
miles or less for each.
with a down hill haul of twenty-fiv- e
To the East and South of Cimarron are hundreds of thous-land- s
of acres of rich alluvial lands that only need the application
of the water or the skill of the dry fanner to make of them one
vast garden spot. The soil is a deep sandy loam, with a clay subsoil, and needs no fertilizing other than that furnished by the

The Railroad shops are almost completed. A lumber yard
has been started and is supplying the daily increasing demand for
building material. A construction company capable of putting up
houses, store buildings and other structures on short notice has
been organized for the accomodation of parties who want buildings quick.

A number

of houses have beeen erected and more are
under way but these are snapped up as fast as they can be finished; the demand for houses, already far in excess of the supply is increasing daily and there is an excellent opportunity
for investment in building houses to rent or sell.

at the World's Fair in St. Louis.
To the west of Cimarron the mountains rise to an altitude
of from 9,000 to 14,000 feet and from these mountains flow never
failing streams of pure water, at once sugestive of cheap power
and of irrigation.
Cimarron lies midway between the sources of these streams
and these rich lands so well adapted to the culture of the sugar
beet, fruit, alfalfa and grain. It is a beautiful and healthful country to live in and the outlook is doubly attractive to both capital

Daily trains carry passengers, freight and express and
will carry the mail in a short time. The railroad runs through
the middle of the town and saloons are restricted to the south
side of the track.
The St. Louis, Rocky mountain U Pacific intersects
three important railway systems which are ten, thirty and
seventy miles from Cimarron, thus affords ample and comprehensive transportation facilities.
Building material and fuel are abundant and cheap.
There is clay for brick, and limestone for lime. An unlimited
supply of building stone is easily quarried along the line of the
rail road within a few miles of the town. There are tracts of
pine timber as yet untouched which excell any others in the
Southwest. Hundreds of thousands uf cattle range on every
side. Hunting and fishing in the hills and streams nearby is
good. The s;enery in the mountains is magnificent and the
country offers every attraction to the lover of outdoor life.

'

PL1T

and labor because development has only just begun.

DWWBk

While it has only been a little over a month since regular
trains began running into Cimarron, business is such that the road
has proven very profitable, and already the town has been
work has been commenced on the grading of the streets, a
newspaper has been started, a temporary water system supplying
very excellent water both for drinking purposes and for use in
boilers, as shown by the accompanying analysis by R. W. Hunt &
Co., has been installed. The capacity of this system is sufficient to
supply the needs of the town for a year by which time a new and
permanent system, conveying water, through wooden stave pipes,
from reservoirs in the mountains, will be in operation. Commodious and convenient stock yards have been completed and arein
use. A freight depot has been erected.

An Improvement Company will build houses for those who
with to purchase on deferred payments.

water from the mountain stream. Pomacious fruits grown on these
same lands took the First Prize at the World's Columbian Exposi-tio- n
at Chicago.
In the Taos Valley, forty miles west, on similar land so irrigated, the Pueblo Indians have raised good crops of wheat year
in and year out without rotation of crops and without the use of
any fertilizer other than the water, for over 300 years, and this
same wheat was pronounced the best in quality, of any exhibited
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Á PROSPEROUS TOWN, THE

Colfax County, New Mexico, is an old town
lease on life since the coming of the
St. Louis, Rocky Mountain & Pacific Railroad. It lies at
;
the edge of the timbered foothills on the southern slope of the
Rocky Mountains and is protected from storms and blizzards by a
spur of that Range. It is most ideally and strategically located at
the entrance to the last great pass through the Rocky Moun- tains and as if in confirmation of the old saying that "the last is
always bestr the St. Louis, Rocky Mountain and Pacific Railway
Company in acquiring this pass have secured the best and shortest
line of all to the Pacific coast. And the Railroad has shown its
appreciation of the advantages and possibilities of Cimarron and
its confidence in the future of the place by selecting it for its
General Headquarters and for the location of its shops, and they
have been wise, for Cimarron is the center of a region which has
every resource one could ask. To the west are extensive deposits
of gold, copper and iron ore, which with the facilities for shipping
now afforded by the railroad will bring good returns even when
shipped to distant smelters and rich returns when smelters are
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When the territorial secretary call
ed for the nomination of a permanent
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For Further Information Address The
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Improvement Com'y
Cimarron, New Mexico
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Strange Story of
Indian Captivity
Taken Captive by Indians as a Boy Andres
Martinez Grows to Manhood as an Indian
Dut is Found and Restored to friends

of Cimarron
Dimuico Martinez
and his brother Andres Martinez of
Verden, Oklahoma, were in the city
on Wednesday and returned to Cimarron that day. They had been to
Holme, Colorado, on a visit to another brother, Vietorimi Martinez.
Andres Martinez will visit his sister in Las Vegas before returning to
his home.
is a railroad
Ilioniicio Martinez
with a
contractor and is engaged
large force of nun in working for the
Rocky Mountain company at Cimarron where he and his family reside.
Andres Martinez in whose veins
Spanish-Mexicablood
was
flow
born in
at I .as Vegas. When a
lad of eight years he was, during an
Indian raid by Apache Indians captured and taken to the I'ecos valley
by iiniiilnrs of this tribe. Here he
was kept captive for three months
a.s a peace offering
whin he was
from the Apaches to the Kiowas of
Oklahoma who hail battled with
them anjl with whom peace was thus
declared and scaled with the offering
t( the Mexican lad. The child now
n

virtually became an Indian. lie lost
his Spanish speech in the nineteen
years he lived with the K,iowas.
When the government undertook
the civilizing of the Kiowas and other
Oklahoma tribes, Andres Martinez
known then as Andlly Ontumbe,
meaning track hunter, was among
them and was trained as a blacksmith.
A man named Jackson, who had
business with the Kiowas and knew
their language, one day noticed
Andlly and questioned him. He remembered the word Las Vegas and
the names of his father and
elder
brother Juan N. Ma. Martinez and
Diomieio Martinez. Jackson's interest led him to address a letter to the
Las Vegas Gazette in 1RS5 which
caught the notice of Diomieio, his
brother and be with his other brother, Victorina, went at once to Oklahoma where they found their brother in Indian dress of blanket and
moccasins at work as a blacksmith.
He could not understand their
tongue nor could he speak English
with them.
The government inter- -

preter was offered them by the resident Indian agent and for four days
the tongue of the Kiowas and the
tongue of the Mexicans was interpreted from one to the other till the
chain of identity was completed. As
soon as arranegmcnts were made by
which Andlly Onttinke now again
Andres Martinez, should not lose his
rights as a member of the Kiowa
tribe, the three brothers returned to
Las Vegas. Here Andres was put in
school although hjo. was then twenty-eigyears of ago. die, studied hard
for five years and then returned to
the Oklahoma Indian reservation.
After securing his allotment ofjand
and money by his Indian rights, he
entered the government schools' as a
teacher of the Indians. Here he also
assisted in the management of Indian
affairs and became of great use to the
'
government.
Later he fell in love with Amy.,Mc-Quitan American girl, a teacher
ht

a,

also

the schools ,and was also
married to her thirteen years ago,
and they arc now happily settled at
Verden, Oklahoma, where Mr. Martinez is engaged in farming and stock
raising.
Mr. Martinez is an intelli
gent man and speaks with feeling of
his days of captivity and subsenuciit
Indian life.
At the time of his recovery to his
people his aged mother was living
nd was much overjoyed. She died
two years later. Several sisters live
at Las Vegas and Mr. Martinez is
now visiting with them.
in

::

Some Maxwell City
Locals and Personal
a few days with friends

here.
The wife of Thomas Carewas died
last Monday of pneumonia, at their
ranch home east of here.
1). 11. Sullivan and wife were in
Rtaon two or three days this week.
Albert Rogers has bought an eighty
acre farm, under the Hardscrable
ditch, from Fred Rogers.
The infant child of .Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Lujan died a few days ago.

Cimarron

CO,

BIG DEAL IN

1.1

1

Fef-f'Tg-

DIXIE.
Anton

Wholesale and Retail
Lumber and Duilding
Material of Every Description and Builders' Hardware

Jerome and Oscar Troy have sold
their sheep and leased their ranch,
near Chicn, to Thomas P. James of
Folsoin. Mr. James, who has already
a large sheep
ranch will combine
Troy Bros, holdings with his own
and will operate in the sheep raising
business on a large scale. This will
make one of the largest ranches in
the territory. The consideration was
about one hundred thousand dollars.
i

Also have plenty of money to loan on
any good securily. including furniture
carpeta, etc. Í will pay car fare to and
from Raton, to any one buying

S50.00

Worth

of

Goods, Including
Jewelry, Watches, Diamonds, Silver
ware, Guns. Ammunition, Musical
Instruments of all kinds, Furniture
Carpets, Rugs, Springs, Mattresses
Comforts, Blankets, Pillowa Trunks,
Suit cases, Razors. Strops, Brushes
New and Unredeemed clothing

Will Pay Carfare One

Way to Any One

Purchasing $25.00
Worth of Goods

Raton Loan Ottice
MRS. S. REDAK, Prop.
Raton. N. M.

ew Roth Block

St. James
Hotel
Cimarron, New Mexico

Comfotrable
Heated
Rooms
Good Meals
$2.00 Per Day
Hack Service to
Depot

Leonard
Hayward

of its illness is not known.
S. II. Rogers of Raton has" been
here several days looking after bus
iness affairs.
Mrs. T. B. Simmons went to YVes
- .1
,
.....
urn, r- murado,
lonay wnere sne was
ealk-to the bedside of her father
V. 1. IStirns, who is seriously ill of
heart failure.
John ile.ringa has bought a racket
store in Fort Collins, Colorado, anil
will move his family there soon.
,
.
! ....
1 r.
M
vaitiez nas oeeu seiin. .w.imici
riously ill for the past week but is
reported some better. Dr. Carl
c
of Springer is waiting on' her.

Chico,
Guadalupe
county
Mink, vice Sophia

SHEEP AND LANDS. Manuelito

Attention Cimarron citizens! I have
just oponed up a new Furniture store
and am prepaied to sell cheaper than
any one, will sell on tbe

AND- -

the nature

A

TO LOAII

Installment Plan

.Notwithstanding
that hope has
been again deferred it is our duty as
legislators to lend our aid in the up
building of the industries of our territories and by a continuation of the
splendid indutsrial achievements of
the past our claim upon congress for
statehood will be so strong that our
rights in that behalf will in the very
near future be granted. The eyes of
the people of New Mexico and the
country at large are upon the legisof Mr. Spies, Mr. Dalies paid glow lature as they have never been upon
ing tribute to the San Miguel coun one
betore. Uur capacity tor self
cilman's ability in all lines, his per government is on trial as it never has
sonal, private and public character, been before. Our fitness for statehis work for the advancement of New hood will be judged by
results of our
Mexico and his legislative experience. legislative actions.
We must show
A burst of applause almost drowned
the congress of the United States
Mr. Dalies's concluding words as he that we are
not only able to take
said:
care of ourselves, but that .we can
"Mr. Spiess will adorn the chair
maintain a government which will be
and when this session is over, I am a
credit to the country at large.
sure every man, woman and child will
Jn this behalf I desire to call at
say he has done his duty well,"
tention to the fact that there is now
Spiess President of Council.
pending before congress legislation
The nomination of Mr. Spiess for which has for its purpose the prohi
president of the council was duly bition of gambling in the
territories.
seconded by W. G. Sargent, territoIf gambling is an evil which should
rial auditor and member of the coun- be eradicated, and I
believe it is, then
cil from the third district, Rio Arriba we
should ourselves eradicate it. It
and San Juan counties.
He had to is a sad commentary upon the morals
hurry to secure recognition ahead of of our people that congress
is re
several other members. ,
quired to interfere in our purely loJ. O. Cameron, democratic member cal affairs and regulate evils against
from the twelfth
district, Eddy, which we ourselves should legislate.
Chaves and Roosevelt counties, sec- I think we should
at a very early date
onded the nomination on behalf of enact laws which
abolish the system
the minority
party, declaring the of licensing gambling and instead
nomination a "most happy one."
thereof prohibit it entirely.
Charles A. Spiess was duly elected
In considering legislation I also de
by unanimous rising vote.
sire briefly to call your. attention to
Upon motion of Jacob Chaves,
what has been a practice in precedseconded and carried, Secretary Ray- - ing legislatures in
creating or atnolds
appointed
Messrs.
Dalies, tempts, at creating territorial educaCh aves and Cameron a committee to
tional institutions. The temptation of
,escort the president to his chair.
individual members to commemorate
Speech of President Spiess.
their services to their particular con
Mr. Spiess took his seat amidst
stitutents by having an educational
prolonged applause.
institution located within their county
He then spoke as follows:
is strong but exceedingly expensive
Gentlemen of the Council:
New Mexico has now more than suf
I desire to express my most sinficient institutions of higher learning.
cere thanks to you for the honor you The present wants of our people is a
have 'conferred upon me in selecting better administration
of the common
me as your presiding officer.
school system, so that every child
' I look to you and each of you for will be given
a good common school
'guidance in discharging the duties education
and thereby be better fitted
imposed upon us.
to enter upon the duties of life.
It was the earnest desire of a vast
An industrial school would fill
iiiajority of the people that the pres- long felt want in New Mexico.
ent legislature should have been the
We should give more attention to
last one held under the territorial educating the hand.
There is no
form of government and that we reason why our own laboring eleshould at this time be engaged in ment cannot raise itself by proper
in
forming a constitution for a state dustrial training from one
dollar a
government. In this we have been (lay men, to skilled laborers.
The
disappointed by the action taken by pride of every people is to
furnish its
Arizona in answering in the nega- own products, its own labor
and its
tive the question: "Shall Arizona and own government.

John Klysma returned from Denver
yesterday.
F. Dikm an has moved his f.nnilv
to the R. VV. Mizc farm.
Fred Rogers of Raton is spending

LUM

New Mexico be united to form a sin
gle state?"

president on the convening of the
council at Santa Fe on Monday, Carl
A. Dalles, of Torrance, member from
the eleventh district composed of the
counties of Otero, Lincoln and Tor
ranee, nominated Charles A. Spies of
Las Vegas, member of the council
from the fourth district composed of
San Miguel county.
In his speech preceding the naming

Will Build a House to Suit and Sell it toJYou on
Monthly Payments amounting to 2 per cent of first
cost with interest on what you owe at the rate of

jtifinnnirf(nKnnir nnmnniniiririrmririri
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Legislative Assembly

mprovement Compy
10

MONEY

e,

resigned;
Valencia
county, Anna C. Engle vice Ayche
Saracmo , resigned; Weed, Otero
county, James W. Bennett, vice J. D.
ches,

Bunting, resigned.

How to Route

Express Packages

General Merchandise
Fine Wines. Liauors
and Cigars.

First St

Ftown

DRUGS
Send your orders for

Drugs, Patent
Medicines
Toilet Articles
Rubber Goods
Soaps and Per
fumes, etc.
,to the

I

CIMARRON
LUMBER Co.
CIMARRON.

N. M.

Shipments of express matter intended for Preston, Kcehler, Verme-jo- ,
Cimarron and Ute Park, N. M.. and
L. D.
J. P. Brackctt was made assistant points in the vicinity of these towns,
Wells-Fargof
chief
clerk
Council
at Santa should be routed via
the
,
Ex,Fe on Monday. Mr. Bracken's long press, as this express company operexperience as county clerk of Colfax ates over the St. Louis, Rocky Moun- Cor.
county, together with a legislative tain & Pacific Railway.
clerical experience, especially fits
' Mr. Brackett for this very responsiMail
Walter Campbell and Miss Nelllie
ble position.
Mr. Brackett's friends Mae Nix
were united in marriage
'congratulate
him on the appoint Monday,
January 21, by the Rev.
ment.
Cutler of the Baptist church. Mr.
NEW MEXICO APPOINTMENTS and Mrs. Campbell
Commissioner E. N. Burch is evi
will make their
Washington, Jan. 22. rosstmas-te- r home
dently seeing sights at Santa Fe as
at 312 North Second
street. he was recently registered
at Old Albuquerque, Charles Mr. Campbell is
at the Hisemployed by the
Mann vice G. E. Denny resigned; Santa Fe.
torical Rooms.

v

Raton Drug Co.

Assistant Chief Clerk

o

Stowe, Mgr.
Phone 572
Second and Park
Special and Prompt
Attention to
Orders

o

LOCALS and PERSONALS
Preparations are being made for
Mr. Charles Springer spent Friday
the usual dance to be given on Febin Cimarron.
ruary 23nd. A fine' time will, and
Grading for baseball grounds was more of it, be the event of the
started on Saturday.
Mr. Fred Brooks spent Wednesday
in Raton on business.

Mr. C. H. Colgrove returned Wednesday from a week's absence which
he spent in Colorado, taking in DenMr. M. McNeil of St. Louis spent ver, Cripple Creek, and other mining
towns.
several days in Cimarron.
'

Mr. J. S. Thompson has purchased
several choice lots and is already
hauling material for his new home.
and expects his horse in from his He expects to rush the work through
as fast as possible.
brother's ranch in a few days.
Mr. G. N. Black, C. E., went to

Raton on business Saturday.

The Townsite company expect to
Dr. Walker is having a barn built
jnove their new offices the coming
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Webster left
week.
Wednesday for the east. Mrs. Web
ster going to Denver while Mr. Web
January 26. Polo practice was in- ster will go to Chicago .on business.
dulged in today with very good
Cimarron is to have a baseball
The team is nearly organized
team.
Springer
of
Mrs. J. R. Cunningham
sent for. Sur
spent several days visiting Mrs. O. and outfit has been
expect to be
may
rounding
towns
U. Colgrove.
chalk-neevery soon (if the nice
Mr. A. Elliot of Chicago has ac- weather lasts.)
cepted the position of bookkeeper at
The reservoir site for supplying
the Uracca ranch.
has been sur
water for Cimarron
The Boyd brothers have purchased wcvi'il. also the nine line which will
miles
several choice lots and intend to put be about seven and one- long, and work will soon be com
up a cottage at once.
menced. The water company expect
About as cute a little pet as could to have water in Cimarron within 60
be found arrived in Cimarron this days. The reservoir wil have a capa
wek in the shape of a "Baby 'Bill' city of about 35.000,000 cubic feet.
goat."
On
evening a very enjoy
The Record cottage is now neanng able evening was spent at the home
completion. About a week more time
of Mr. and Mrs. J. Records. Dancwill enable Mr. and Mrs. Record to
ing was indulged in the greater part
move.
of the evening, a large number of
choice selections on the phonograph
Mr. Fred Brooks of the Cimarron
and excellent reMercantile company has taken charge were discoursed
freshments completed the usual good
of a branch of the Empire Laundry
time at the home of the "Records."
of Raton.
The following people were present:
i

Loman, Geo.
Actual work in laying water mains Mr. D. B. Cole, Chas.
Robert
Walker,
Dr.
McLellan,
have began in Cimarron and no doubt
Miss M.
Comlcy.
Neil
Thomson,
be
will
works
days
water
sixty
wtihin
Cavanaugli, Miss Logan, May Peden,
installed.
Mr. A. Peden, Lucy Edwards, Mr.
M. McNeil, Mr. and Mrs. Griebel.
Cimarron
the
It is reported that
school is flourishing, everybody is All reported an excellent time.
A rather heavy fog with a little
progressing rapidly, and, without the
spread a white mantle over the
frost
aid of "Carnegie speeling", too.
town for a couple of days, but the
Cottages, rooms, tents, etc., in fact beautiful weather graciously received
everything that could be utilized to at Cimarron has again cleared up the
Jive in, are about as scarce as hen's atmosphere and brings the people out
teeth in Cimarron at the present time. of doors as usual.

.5'''"í'i'!"''!'

Brief Teritorial and
General News Notes
Almost three hundred fatal cases of
small pox and other contagious diseases is the record in Chicago for the
past three weeks, and thousands of
people are leaving the city by the
lake and going to southern climates.
The Missouri legislature has passed
law which makes it
an
a misdemeanor to make and sell or
give away cigarcts, or cigaret papers.
The law is similar to the Indiana
statute on the cigaret question. The
Indiana law has been in successful
operation for some time and has had
the desired effect on the cigaret
anti-cigar-

Thousands of people along the
Ohio river are homeless owing to the
prevailing high water. Indications
point to a stage of at least 55 feet
for the river at Cincinnati, making
this the greatest flood since February, 1884.
Representative Clark of Florida has
introduced a bill in congress directing the president to sell the Philippines to Japan or any power which
will pay enough to reimburse America for the expenditure there.

"FARMER COBURN"
ON ALFALFA.
If you have so much as two acres
of land and a cow, you need to raise
alfalfa.
If you have more land and
more live stock, your need for it is
all the greater, because it is the most
productive, nutritious and profitable
forage crop know. It has no peer
and no rival.
If you have been persuaded that it
will not grow in your neighborhood
or your state, don't believe it; you
can't afford to accept any such die
turn. Try it faithfully for yourself
for ten years and reach your own
conclusions instead of taking those
of some one else second-hanIf it
fails the reflection is likely to be on
you rather than on the alfalfa.
There are really few soils or localities in any agricultural region.1
east or west, where alfalfa will not
prosper if decently treated. Only
those who don't know alfalfa, are incredulous about it. Those who know
it best are the ones who swear by it,
and plant more.
If you haven't time or inclination t
put your seed bed in the finest possible tilth before sowing, smooth and
fine on top, somewhat compacted
not mellow below, and free from
weed seeds, don't bother with alfalfa.
No matter where you are or what
your soil conditions, success cannot
come except good seed is used. Much
of that on the market especially im
ported seed, has been adulterated o
is so mixed with weed seeds that it
would be dear as a gift. This means
t is safe to buy seed only of a reputable dealer whose name and guar-tntestands for something. Gel
.ampies early, grown as nearly h.
your own latitude as possible, and
test them; if more than ten per cent
fails to grow, don't buy it; something
is wrong.
Nothing is more expensive than "cheap" seed, and choice
seed the only kind worth sowing
tlways commands a good price.
Sow, without a nurse crop, twenty
pounds to the acre, broadcast or with
an inch
:i drill; cover not less than
deep and keep live stock from grazing it for two years; when small it
s very tender and easily destroyed,
if the plants do not look thrifty, o.
weeds spring up, use the mower
is
The mowing machine
alfalfa's
reat tonic, and after the first yea
the disc harrow used two or thrci
imes in a season is a woiielerul
Cut for hay when blossoms begin
to appear. It is never so valuable
later. Don't let it get wet, nor burnt
by too much hot sun. Save every
leaf possible.
Don't plant too many acres at first.
If you think ten is about right, sow
five; if twenty is your figure, try ten.
itart right, go slow and feel your
A good patch of well set al
way.
iilfa is a perpetual joy and a perennial profit bringer; a poor one is
in

aggravation.
F. D.

COBURN.

VISITED IN SANTA FE.
District Attorney J. Leahy, of Ra
ton, reached the city Tuesday even
ing on business connected with the
H. P. O. Elks lodge in this city, In
being the district deputy of this orHe attendee
der for New Mexico.
the meeting of Santa Fe Lodge No
60, Wednesday night and acted ii
his official capacity.
The new ritua
of th(
ulopted at the last session
jrand lodge of Elks was put inte
.'orce and two candidates were re
ceived into the order. Santa Fe New
Mexican.

The artesian well plant at Dentins
started Monday and the large $4.200
well drill put into operation. Everything is ready to commence sinking Colfax
Mexican troops have succeeded in the shaft into the ground and when
City
getting a general engagement with the work is once started nothing will
the Yaquis in Sonora, near Guay-ma- be allowed to interfere with the proN.
M., win
A. E. Letten of Raton,
Méx., and as a result, a large cess of drilling.
lad a string of cattle in yesterday":
number of troopers and Indians were
The sun) of $8.000 was raised by naiket, is a native Missourian, win
killed. A number of fights have oc- the citizens of Deming to buy and
las been a cattle operator on tin
curred recently, between Mexican operate the drilling plant and an plains for almost 40 years. Mr. Lettroops and the Indians and it is the equal amount was subscribed by K. en was raised near Odessa, Mo.
determination of the Mexican govern- E. Burdick, one of the wealthiest
nit when a mere boy drifted out to
ment to carry the war to the abso- men in that part of the country. Ovct .van! t tie soutnwest, wnere ne 11a
lute extermination of the Indians.
SX.ono has been expended in install
He is an old friend am
villained.
ling tlie plant which consUts of the atron of the Kansas City market
()rjH, a tower oj feet high and
A bill is pending in congress which wc
There is a good demand down it
if passed will abolish all the pension two carloads of pipe,
hat country," said Mr. I.etten, "fo
agencies in the United State s, except
teer. They are being bought uj
Foil m ing the resignation of C'tiaii
the central office at Washington, and
.vherever they can be found. The
man Shouts of the Isthmian canal
all business will be transacted there.
eetns to be a cutting down of eatilcommission, the office of chairman
the ranges. The opening up o
of the Isthmian aune sí ltlcincnt-- , and the increase'
of War Russell A. Al- and chief engineer
will be combined
leniaml at lioiffe for beef at the hi
gor died suddenly at his home in canal commission
Stevens will be oa! and other mining districts, tak.
Engineer
Chief
and
Washington on Jan. 2 4.
given the appointment with the ungood many more cattle now- ilia
derstanding that he maintain his perIf this demand
II
former years.
by1
adopted
Joint resolution No. 2,
manent residence upon the Isthmus. :eeps on growing, and the number o
legislature provides The
the territorial
of Chairman
attic continues to decwa-c- , lhev that there be no county division bills
lie accompanied by his resignal'hi
it'e to becme higiu-- priced.
taken up. by either house before tion as president of the Panama
we have an abundance 01" fe
.inter
1.
March
cmpauy. Mr. Shouts will becarry through the winter all th
come president of the lit erhorotigh
ittlc that we have."
company,
Rail'oad
Bert Seely, an' Arizona cowboy in Metropolitan
a fight with Yaqtii laborers on the which controls the rapid transit ami
The office of the Raton Kepiutc
Southern Pacific, killed six of the many of the surface lines of New will be moved in a short time Iron
Vrrk City.
Indians with his
its present location in Beringer Hal
to the second street corner laetm.n'
Mr.
he was notified while at if the new Rol!) building.
Mrs. Oscar Troy, who has been
will extend the space of hi
spending the winter in Los Angeles, :hr ranch. Preparation for an immespace whiel
California for her health, is serious- diate departure was made and Mr. ' .hating rink to fill the
is been occupied by the Reporte
Mr. Troy i'roy will make as rapid a trip as the
A telegram calling
ly ill.
plant.
to her bedside was received Friday lelayed train service will permit.

County Man
in Kansas

s,

11

a-

Kail-roa-

iiM-nin-

ilaxv
MINERAL LANDS

O

Extensive Areas of High and low grade
Ore awaiting Development

Cold Silver Copper
iron

''
'

'

Our Mining Regulations are very favorable to the Prospector. These Regulations apply to all Mineral Lands
contained within the Boundaries of the
Grant in New Mexico except reserva-

tions indicated on the mineral maps
published by the Company

Within this reservation Special Arrangements will be made with parties
desiring a large acreage and who are
prepared to develop the same

All

Conditions

are favorable to the success of the
District

For further information write

The Maxwell Land Grant Company
CIMARRON. NEW MEXICO

New Mexico is the
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Colfax

County is the Most Promising
Section of New Mexico. Cimarron is in the best part of
Colfax County.

Do you Want Land?
Do you Want Town Lots?
Do you Want Mining Property?
IF YOU DO CAN SERVE YOU
1

If
I

you Have Property For Sale
can find you a Buyer if you
will list it with me.

you Own a Home, or other
Insurable Property I can Insure it.
If

Haimbaugli
F. A.Cimarron,
New Mexico.

aniiiwm

mí

v
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NATIONAL
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CONSTRUCTION
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pay,
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Legdl-tend-

General Contractors

Operates in all the Towns in the
Territory
;

S. E. PELPHREY
Gen'l Manager

Cimarron,

.

RATON

AT KA.TON, N. M.,

5

;

Continued from first page" "
salaries and other expenses.
t the close of business January 26th There is on hand a surplus of $15,- Fifty-on- e
inspectors are em
699.42.
1907
.,
ployed in various parts of the terri- RESOURCES
$14fi. (57.11
Loans and discounts
tory.
816 62
Overdrafts, secured and uuseenred..
The Cattle Sanitary Board.
IT. 8, Bunds to secure circulation
15,(00 00
506 25
Premiums on U. 8. Bonds
There is a general demand from
3,415 80
Bunds, securities, etc
the stockmen from alt over the terHanking house, furriture and fix,.
2,150 19
tures
ritory that the hide law be so amend758 95
Current Expenses
ed that hide buyers shall be forced
Due from national banks (not reserve
41,458 6
agents)
to marke each hide purchased before
Due from State Banks and Banker... 4,818 ag
inspection with some mark or tag
12,817 31
Due from approved reserve agents
1,170 57
Checks and other cash Items
showing from whom' the hide was
Notes of other National Banks........ 2,000 00
respectfully rec
purchased.
Fractional paper currency, nickels
105 5l
and cents
ommend such amendment,
Lawful money reserve in Bank. vl:
Specie .,
8.858 90
Territorial Finances.
3,500 00 12,358 90
notes
The reports of the treasurer and
Redemption fund w'th U, 8. Treasvery full
auditor of the territory-ar750 00
urer (5 p. rcent of circulation)
and complete, and will prove of great
8244,673 24
Total
interest to the members of the legisLIABILITIES.
lature.
60,000 00
Capital stock paid In
On December I, 1904, the com15,000 00
Nationul Bank notes oplstandlng
of the 56th fiscal year,
mencement
... 40,141 81
Due to other National Banks
Individual deposits subject to check 139.872 38 there were balances in the various
funds to the amount of $249,147.95.
'
185 00
Demand certificates of deposit
8,049 05
Time certificates of doposit
Receipts from taxes and other
875 00
Certified Checks
from December I, 1904, to
sources
50 00
Cashier's checks outstanding
November 30, 1906, were $1,442,-615.6244,673 24
Total ,
making a total of $1,691,763.60
for.
be
to
accounted
TERRITORY OF NEW MEXICO ( .
"
County or CoLrxz.
Payments for the corresponding
I, Ernst Ruth,' cashier of the above
period amounted to $1,331,762.70,
named bank, do solemnly swear that the
above statement Is true to the best of my leaving a balance in the treasury at
the close of business on November
knowledge aud belief.
ERNST RUTH
MEXICO

3

" ? .''
'
general are advised.
Irrigation.
"
Although the governor says .that,
very Jittle,. has .been accomplished by
the territorial irrigation engineer, he
advocates retaining this position, but
the abolition of the irrigation commission and amendment of the irrigation laws to conform with the recommendations of the federal reclamation service.
The artesian well law
passed by the last legislative assembly is deemed a great blessing. There
are 301 artesian wells - in Chaves'
county and 166 in Eddy county and
there is a noticeable decline in the.
artesian pressure.Immigration.
The governor, while praising the
good done by the bureau of immigration, recommends its abandonment
and also desires the position of public printer abolished or that at least
a new law upon the subject been-acte-

GOVERNOR'S

N. M.

d.

'

As to the suggestion that the tefv
ritory enact a lew to compel railroads to furnish
shippers of stock
with cars after' reasonable notice, the
message advises great cafe and an
examination of the reports of the
hearings before the interstae commerce commission.
Amendments are
recommended to the laws governing
the sale of estrays, the suppression
of the mange and of inspection of
stock. A law is also favored to compel each hide buyer to marke the
name of the seller on each hide he

5,

buys.

Scenic Highway.
It is recommended that the scenic
Subscribed and sworn to before me this
highway, between Santa Fe and Las
Total indebtedness . Nov.
2llth day of January. 1907.
$843,000.00 Vegas, be completed; that the El
30, 1906
T. D. LEIB
seal
Camine Real be built from Raton to
Deducting amount of vaNotary Public.
My commission expires August 1st 1910
103,302.82 the Colorado state line and from Las
rious singink funds
Correct Attest:
Cruces to the Texas state line.
C. K. Remberg,
$739,697.18
debt
Net
Insurance.
Jehu Morrow :'
The revenue brought into the terBalance in treasury Dec.
W. J. Linwood
$249,14755 ritorial treasury by the insurance
1, 1904
Directors.
Receipts from
commissioner law thus far is almost
Dec. 1, 1904,
$35,000.
This as well as the coal oil
No. 4734.
inspection law, passed by the assemto Nov. 30,
'
REPOKT OF THE CONDITION OF
$685.242.57
bly two years ago, are well fulfilling
1005
THE FIRST NATIONAL
BANK
oil inspection
Receipts from
the purpose. Coal
at Katon, in the Territory of Now Mbí ico
works well if there is real inspection.
Dec. i, 1905,
At the close of business Jan. 26th,
Minor amendments and more stringto Nov. 30,
' 1906.
1907
757,37308
ent enforcement of the latter law are
Cashier.

30, 1906, of $360,000.90.

j

Colfax Man Has Good
Words for County
i Urn. Horace C. Abbott, who re- they received later on.
"Much of the land in Colfax counsiles at Springer, X. M., and who is
l member of the house of representa- ty that Was formerly used only for
tives from Colfax county, was recent- grazing purposes is being converted
ly interviewed by the Santa I'"e New into farms and good crops are raised
Mexican regarding conditions in the in certain sections without irrigation.
northern part of the territory. Mr. Our company is preparing to cope
Abbott, who is one of the most with this change which is coining
prominent ranchmen of his section, over the territory. We have ten thouconfined his conversation mostly to sand acrqs leased on the Maxwell
the subject of live stock and cattle land grant for winter grazing besides
growing and his remarks on these our pastures in southeastern Colfax
important subjects are worthy of county.
Mr. Abbott said:
"The farmers in the vicinity of
wide publicity.
"Prices of cattle have improved Springer will be asked to plant sugar
very much in the past ninety days," beets (luring the coming season for
The
Mr. Abbott slated when pressed for the sugar factories in Colorado.
concerning the live indications are that between one and
an interview
stock situation. "In fact, good feed- two hundred acres will be put in suing stec'-- arc from ten to twenty per gar beets this year around Springer.
cent higher at the present time than There is little doubt that they can he
tluy were a year ago and plenty, of grown as profitably there as in Colorado as the soil seems well adapted
buyers are after them.
"Jut now there are no sales of for the purpose.
"There is considerable good land
ilieep to speak of. Owners arc all
satisfied with the present condition of tributary to Springer that can be irthe market. Tlicie never was a time rigated from the Ked, Rayado and
All we need is to
when breeding lamb-- , were held as Cimarron rivers.
The purchaser build a reservoir to store the water
high as at present.
for a slump in sheep and ditches to distribute it over the
iv ho is waiting
I'
get in on the low price w ill have land. There is no better soil anyThe consump- where in the territory. A private irto wait a long time.
tion oí muttons and lambs more than rigation project is now under way
which will irrigate about ten thousand
t,fi! t the tIK'i ea-Car Scarcity Blessing in Disguise. acres of land near Springer.
County Developing Fast.
"Shipments of sheip ii"Ui Springer
"Colfax county is no doubt develduring the year loo'i were about the
jame a in 1005. There would have oping faster than any other county in
fceen more
catt'e shipped la- year New Mexico. We look forward to
til. 111 the year previous had it not even greater improvement in this dWen f..r a shortage in ear, jbnv-"- . irection the coming year. Raton is
growing at a surprising rate and will
er. t'li - who were delayed in
in
soon lie one of the commercial cn-- ;
season
were
early
the
cai.l"iiblv rewarded bv the gruid prices lers of the territory."
s

.

by jowl, with some granger
j
from western Kansas.
A. A. Jones of Las Vegas is another ambitious granger anxious to gef
some hayseed in his hair.
Mr. Jefferson Raynolds thinks he
wants to be a fanner and with he
farmers stand, so he's here with thf
cheek

rest.
J. L. Zimmerman of Santa Fe, he
too is" here and everybody knows
"Zim" is a dry farmer from way
back.
C. E. Hartley of Springer is alsó
helping boost for New Mexico and
incidentally learn what a dry farm
is, so if he met ope in the road he'd
know it without an introduction.
j

'

i

j

Sealed Proposals
The board of county commissioners of Colfax county, New Mexico,
wil receive sealed bids for the construction of a reinforced concrete
arched bridge across the Cimarron
river at the town of Cimarron, in said
county until ten o'clock a. m., Monday, March 4, 1907.
All bids must be accompanied bj
certified checks on some national
bank in this county for 10 per .cent of
bid.
Plans and specifications may be
seen at the office of the county clerk
The board" reserves
of said county.
the right to reject any or all bids.
E.

TWITTV,

G.

County
Raton,

N.

M.,

Jin.

Clerk.

WillC. Barnes

f

the, I. as Yega- tptic:
Front
Denver, Tburvlay. Jan. 21
rattle raiding t.i dry fanning isn't
nich a very long jump in these days.
No sooner does the Mock association adjourn than in steps the dry
farmer Willi hi? little gathering.
Nor is it a little gathering by any
means.
The hall was packed to suffocation.
J'.very eat was taken and hundreds
hours today
up for three
to hear the speakers.
Prof. F. C. Chilo.tt. the expert in
charge of the L'uited Slates work in
the arid district, was 11c main speak- re.potiilem'c to

nii'i'l''."

21, igr.7.

Opened for business Mar. 6, 1906
No. 8120.
REPORT OF THE CONDITION OV
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'fit Raton, in the Territory of New Mexico
"At
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1

I

g

00

75,900 00
I

20,000

DO

6,000 00
!

124,343 6
30,215

9t

1I5.0K5

2Í

2.148 7
3,50o 00

89,634 7p
4,375

00

1.083,203

08

S100.000

00

59,009 09
11,093 63
87.300 00
20,722 02
13,920

41

530 92
626,015,00
6,477 79

lii,77"

116

15 00
150 00

TERRITORY OF NEW MEXICO)..
COfNTV OF COLFAX
iS'
I, C. N. Illrtck well, cashier of the above
numcd bank, do solemnly swear that the above
statement is true to the Iwst of my knowledge
id belief.
C. N. 11LACKSVELL,
Cashier.
fcubscrllM'd and sworn to before me this 2iltll
1907.

C. A. NY HUH

Notary Public,
Correct

RESOURCES
$i3'.i.tr
Loans and discounts
4!
Overdrafts, secured ami unsecured
H.
in,(m
U.
Bonds to secure circulation...
V.
S.
Honda
Premiums on
Ranking home, Kuruiture and Fix-

ture
...
Current piwiisi- aud tnie paid
Uve
from National Banks (not
reserve sentx)
Due from approved reserve accents...
Checks and other cash items
Notea of other National Rank
Fractional paper currency, nickels
and cento
lawful money reservein Bank, viz:

;o
72
on

4,RT)7

12

m

29

14.2(18

112

Attest ;
John Jell's,
Win. F. Deaner,
Jas. K. Hunt,
Directors

A S,in I'ernardino dispatch says:
The mysterious gold mine of Walter
251,018 lift
Scott, the Death valley miner, for
zsm m I which hundreds of miners
searched
i.m o I in vain, has been located.
This was
possible, only when "Scotty," through
43 31
his partner, A. M. Johnson, filed a
tW.BKl DO
Hpncie
location notice recently, although he
(XI
H.9TS
10.615 80
notes
has worked the niitv for two years
Redemption fund Willi 1'. H. Treascirculation)...
1.000 00 and a half.
urer (5 percent, of
The mine is a placer property, in
......
... r.'2l,991 97
Total
an isolated district, and its location
LIABILITIES.
the shrewdness of "Scotty,"
73.000 00 shows
Capital strf:k paid In
20,000 00 for while he had claims on the east
National Bauk notes outstanding..
Individual deposits subject
side of Death valley, in the Funeral
114.343 97
to check
range of mountains, his real source
Time certificates ofdeposit 11,29; 50
40150 128,90197 of wealth was on the west side, in the
Cashier's Checks outstanding
ranamint range. The "Sheephead"'
Í223.991 97
Total
for that is the name of the mine
TERRITORY OF NEW MEXICO, j as.
has been carefully located, not mereC'OCSTY Of ( OLPAX,
ly by the usual signs of the desert
1, Benj. Hherrod, cashier of the
bauk, do solemnly swear tuat the prospector, but by careful surveys,
above statement Is true to the bst of my which name its exact location by deknowledge and belief. BENJ. HHERROD,
grees and minutes.
1

above-name-

d

Payments from
Dec.

to

'

1,

Nov.

1904,
30,

'

$703,59689

1905

Payments from
Dec.

to
1906

,

I, 1905,
Nov. 30,
628,165.81
1,331,762.70

I

'

343 15

03

hk.h..

r

--

LIABILITIES
Capital stock paid In
Surplus fund- Undivided profits, less expenses
;
and taxes paid
National bank notes outstanding
Due to other National Hanks
I'ue lo HI ule Banks and Bankers...
Due to trust companies aud savings
bunks
Individual deposits subject to cheek
Demand certificates of deposit
Tims certificates of deposit
Certified cheeks
Cashier's cheeks outstanding

.

The mounted police law of the 36th
legislative assembly is also praised ast
a wise measure
that has been the
means of a great indirect saving to
tax payers, has prevented infringements of the law and has established
a feeling of security in every part of
the territory Three men should be
added to the force and the pay of tUe
privates should be increased.
General Accounts. :"
some bank as the regular depository
of the institutional funds.

Balance in treasury at
close of business Nov.
$360,000.90
Forest Reserves.
30, 1906
Legislation is needed to govern the
Tax Laws Needed.
Since the meting of the last legis- distribution of the funds derived
lature there has been considerable from the forest reserve revenue of
improvement in tax collections, the which the territory gets ten per cent
average percentages of taxes collect- from the federal government to be
ed in the whole territory being high- given to those counties in which the
er and there being more uniformity forest reserves are located and in
as between the various counties as to proportion to the area of such forest
But very much re- reserves in such counties.
It is sugsuch percentage.
mains to be done in the way of leg- gested that this money be spent for
islation before the statutes of the ter- good roads or for the public schools.
ritory, on the subject of revenue, are Thus far the territory has received
what they should be. I strongly rec- $4.672.70 from that source. The total
ommend that you make a complete forest reserve area in New Mexico
compilation and revision of all such is 6,982,406 acres. A radical change
laws, repealing all the laws now on of the lays governing the administrathe statute books and enacting one tion of the territory's lands is advocated.
new one embracing all their provisions, with such amendments as you
Election Law.
Governor Hagerman advocates the
deem proper.
passage of a new election law. He
Taxation Too Low.
There are areas of timber land in says the Act 1905 is especially unthe territory which are classified as satisfactory. He favors impartial
grazing lands, and assessed as low election boards and the Australian
ballot. He recommends that election
as twenty cents per acre. The valuation of timber lands as fixed by the boards be appointed by the dominant
board of equalization is from $2.50 parties in conjunction with the board
to $5.00 per acre, according to their of county commissioners. He also
location; and the valuation of graz- advocates a personal registration law
ing lands is from 30 (jents to $1.25 and a primary election law and says
that the nominating conventions are
per acre.
There are large areas of coal and generally controlled by a' few.
Against Gambling.
mineral lands, the real market value
The message makes a strong arguof which is many hundred per cent
higher than the assessed valuation ment against licensed gambling and
under an erroneous classification. advocates a stringent
The timber lands of the entire terri- law with penalties to range from $200
tory were returned last year at the to $5,000 and imprisonment from two
insignificant figure of $231.165.50, months to one year. There are at
when the amount of lumber pro- present in force in the territory 585
duced during the year was valued at retail liquor licenses, 23 wholesale
$1,250,000.00.
The coal and mineral liquor licenses and 300 gambling lilands were returned at only $1,118,-540.5- censes. Of the total revenue of
when the value of their pro-Ju- $164,412 derived from all of these lialone for the year was $4,676,-63- censes less than one-hacomes from
gambling licenses. The falling off in
revenue in case gambling i.s prohibitThe Public Schools.
Fhe governor advocates the ap- ed is to be made up by increasing
)
pointment of a commission to revise liquor licenses.
'flU
and compile the laws governing the
International Mining Exposition.
public schools.
The governor mentions the JamesHe wants to have
provision made to remove the office town and the Yukon expositions but
of county school superintendent from makes no recommendations for ap- ,
ir.
politics altogether and desires that li
ire asK3 mar. ne tDC
the salaries of the superintendents authorized to appoint a. commission
be equalized. He wants the examina- of one or two to secure private extion and certification of teachers to hibits and promote the interest in
be entirely in the hands of a terri- - the International Mining exposition
tonal board and advocates that as to to be held in 1908 in New York City.
Revision of Laws.
taxation for school purposes, the
A complete revision and compilastrong counties should help the
tion of the laws is advocated. The
weaker counties.
message recommends that one comThe Militia.
,

20,000 00
Notes
Redemption fund with Ü.H. Treasurer
15 per cent pt circulation)

Total..

Monuted Police.
$1,691,763.60

12,655 27
87,509

advocated.

27

69,8.14 75

Lngal-tond-

the close of business Jan 2(itb. day of Jan,

lie l"id us of the success of the stations in this district in raising crops
without irrigation, of their many experiments as to which of the grains
would best grow under the conditions
and how they were further experimenting and investigating.
It was a deeply interested crowd
that listened all day long. Note hooks
and pencils were seen on every hand.
They came to learn, did these dry
farmers. They were eager to find out
everything they could, and the way
they plied Prof Chilcott with qucs- rr .in.l :m cxtrrinelv interestinir one; lion was a caution.
Tile meeting is a moot unqualified
lie proved to he.
I don't think many of us realized success and if tlie next session can lie
tile true turaninn of tliis dry farming brotiKht to New Mexico, as we will
Cashier.
Intsints as we did after he was fin- Lmtri'i,r te te it will be A trr.ind
thing for us all.
miberlbedndworn to before mc tills 2th
ished.
New Mexico has a Rood active del- day of Jan, 1907.
It was a revelation to us all and
II. M. KODR1CK,
(AL)
if any one duhts that the dry farni-m- egation here in attendance.
Notary Public.
of
as
toil
sons
Such homy handed
theory is an idle dream of some
Correct Attest:
enthusiast, that it is but a passinn fad John H. Hicks, for instance, who was
C. B. Kohlliousea,
II. L. Blckley,
lo be oon dropped, he had best rid yesterday sporting around with the
Fred Rour.
cow men, is right up in front today
bimscli of the notion at once.
Director,
t'--

'

1,442,615.65
511,502

Tolnl..

VM1.

Dry Farming
Convention
at Denver

sd

Specie

-t

Professor Chilc"tt showed us that
what they had designated as the
"great plains district" which lay between the 0XU1 and 104th parallels and
the Canada line and Texas, a region
once know as the Great American
desert, had a proven annual average
' 18 inches, 14 of which fell
rainfall
in what i.s known as the "growing

RESOUKCfcS.
Loans and discounts
$
Overdrafts, secured
unsecured
U. 8. Bonds to secure circulation...
Bonds, securities, etc
Uanklng house, Furniture and Fix.........
tures
Other Real Estate owned
Due from National ' íank
(not
reserve agents)
Due from HI ate Banks and Bankers
Due from approved reserve agents
Checks and other cash Items
Notes of other national banks
Fractional paper currency, nickels
aud cents
Lawful money reserve in bank, via:

0,
ct

0.

lf

j

From the Raton Range.
Born, to Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Price
of north Third street on Friday, a
Increase of the appropriation for petent attorney be appointed to do
baby girl. Mother and babe are doing fine and the friends of Mr. Price armory rents and an appropriation this work and be authorized to em- for clerical help for the adjutant-- 1 ploy competent assistants,
are smoking at his expense.

'(jaj

,

